ASC ALL SURFACE CLEANER
ULTRA CONCENTRATED MULTI PURPOSE CLEANER
NETTOYANT MULTI-USAGES ULTRA CONCENTRÉ
LIMITED WARRANTY: This warranty is valid

for one year from the date of purchase. The purchaser
of this product manufactured by CBR Products (a division of Canadian Building Restoration Products Inc.)
shall be entitled to the following, if the product herein
is shown to be defective when applied following
directions for use found on this label: CBR Products,
at its option, will replace the product or refund the
purchase price. Contact CBR Products to make a
claim under this warranty. The purchaser must have
proof of purchase from label and original sales receipt.
User must determine suitability of this product for
the intended use before applying. Seller makes no warranty, expressed or implied, concerning the use of this
product other than that specifically indicated on the
label. Buyer assumes all risk of use and/or handling of
this material. No other warranties are made, expressed
or implied, including, without limitation, warranties
as to the merchantability or fitness for any particular
purpose. This limited warranty may not be modified or
extended by manufacturer’s representatives, distributors or dealers of CBR Products’ products.

www.cbrproducts.com

ASC All Surface Cleaner offers a safer alternative to hazardous cleaning chemicals, such
as mineral spirits, butyl- based products, caustics and alkaline detergents.
ASC Ultra Concentrate aqueous solution offers a non- hazardous, non- flammable,
biodegradable, formaldehyde free, ammonia free versatile alternative for a range of industries
including industrial maintenance, machining, mining, automotive, printing and more.
SURFACE PREPARATION: Remove any dirt, debris, etc which may prevent BRODA® ASC from
thoroughly penetrating stain that is to be removed. Wetting the surface prior to applying BRODA® ASC
often produces better results.
DILUTION: Dilute up to 4:1 for heavy staining, up to 10:1 for medium staining and up to 20:1 for
light staining.
APPLICATION: Apply a flood application to stain that is to be removed. Let dwell for 15 - 60 min.
Agitate for better results. Rinse thoroughly with water. For best results use high pressure hot water taking care NOT to damage the substrate. Recover waste water for recycling where facilities are available.
CAUTION: Rinse COMPLETELY from glass and raw aluminum before BRODA® ASC dries.
CLEANUP: Rinse with warm water.
IMPORTANT: Do not freeze contents of container, store above freezing. Always test for effectiveness
in an inconspicuous area.
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